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Despite #MeToo
Era, Many
Employers Say
#NotMe
Major revelations of sexual
harassment in the workplace
have started a long-overdue
movement to protect all
workers, but most often
women, from a long history
of abuse. You would think
our major corporations
would be taking the lead in
stamping out these injustices.
Instead, way too many are
actually doing the opposite
by writing “forced
arbitration” clauses into
employment contracts that
prevent an employee from
taking action in court.
Instead, harassment disputes
are forced into closed
arbitrations that almost
always favor the company
and hide the outcome from
the public. This has to stop!
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Loophole Silences Victims
of Workplace Harassment

Thousands of employers across the nation are sneaking a
loophole into employment contracts called “forced,”
“binding” or “mandatory arbitration.” This fine print
prevents employees from suing companies in court for
discrimination, sexual harassment and even assault, then
prohibits victims from speaking publicly about their
ordeals. Meanwhile, the federal government looks the other
way ...

BY THE NUMBERS

75%
An estimated 75 percent of
harassment cases in the
workplace go unreported,
according to the Equal
Opportunity Employment
Commission.
 

VIDEO
BOOKMARK
Secret Arbitrations Hide
Sexual Harassment

Former Fox News host
Gretchen Carlson warns
women about forced
arbitration clauses in
employment contracts.
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THE DOCKET
CHECK OUT OUR
BETTER HEALTH CARE
NEWSLETTER.

LATEST NEWS FROM
OUR PATIENT SAFETY
BLOG

HEALTH CARE
ADVOCATES' POWER KIT

MALPRACTICE A-Z:
ANSWERS ON SPECIFIC
TOPICS

THE LAWSUIT PROCESS
STEP BY STEP

WORST COMPANY
BEHAVIOR 2017
They’re all here, from United
Airlines’ passenger assault to
Wells Fargo’s secret charges
to McKesson’s opioid profits
to Fox News’ $50 million
sexual assault payoff.
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